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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
30 November 2018 
 
MATT JAGER  ( -8) 
 

 

Q.  You got to 8 obviously there and just a bit of an ordinary lie there on 8, didn't 

come out how you thought? 

 

MATT JAGER:  Just in the rough, and obviously back was, like long was the only place I 

couldn't go.  So I had my chance to make 4 and didn't hit the chip close enough.  My short 

game was what saved me all day.  I didn't hit the ball great, worked hard and grinded when I 

needed to to just give myself a chance going into the weekend. 

 

Q.  And the birdie putt on 16 was a pretty good hole, 12-, 15-footer? 

 

MATT JAGER:  Yeah, yeah.  

 

Q.  That's the sort of length most other guys haven't holed.  

 

MATT JAGER:  I had a couple go in, a couple good par saves on the front.  Probably the 

biggest moment, I hit a tee shot in the water on 7 and hit a 6-iron on the green and holed it 

for par to kind of keep some momentum going.   

 

Yeah, I'm just going to go to the range now and get loose and just work on a couple little 

things and then -- because I hit it really well yesterday, so I know it's there.  It was just 

probably a bit of a rhythm thing.  So go and work on that and come out tomorrow and give it 

a crack, see what happens. 

 

Q.  It's one of those sort of grindy golf courses where everyone has a little bit of a low 

period in there? 

 

MATT JAGER:  Yeah. 

 

Q.  But you got through it pretty well and still really in this golf tournament? 

 

MATT JAGER:  Yeah, absolutely, still only a couple back, right there.  You know, if I can just 

pick up a little bit of -- match a bit of the putting and the ball-striking over the weekend, then 

I'll be right there. 

 

Q.  It's obviously a strange feeling being out there playing really good and it's quiet 

out there and there's not many people around? 

 

MATT JAGER:  Yeah. 
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Q.  Does that affect the way you mentally go about it or do you just sort of -- does it 

give you a reason to prove yourself that you are a seriously good player and deserve 

to be -- 

 

MATT JAGER:  Oh, absolutely.  You know, it was just obviously we're late in the field.  Still 

playing some good golf.  It's a bit of commotion and whatnot, there's not many people 

around, so you've just got to stay in your moment, your zone and see what you can do.  

We're right there, so it's good. 

 

Q.  How much of a blip then is 16 when you get there and there's still a few people 

there that aren't necessarily watching but are making noise?  Does it throw you a little 

bit? 

 

MATT JAGER:  Not really.  Just got to stay in your moment and do what you can control.  

Everything else, it's all just sort of white noise. 

 

Q.  You and Dimi both work with Gary.  Why is he so good? 

 

MATT JAGER:  He's just, there's not one session I've had with him that I've walked away 

and felt bad or sort of confused with what I'm doing.  Just gives you clarity, gives you some 

good feels to take on the golf course.  It's not stuff that you can overdo, just get your body 

feels going and play with freedom.  It's not technical stuff, it's just body feels, so it's good. 

 

Q.  How long have you been working with Gary? 

 

MATT JAGER:  Probably three years or so now, yeah. 
 


